
Iwate
Numakunai

Station

Naraya Atago Shrine
Climb up the stairs to a scenic spot 
overlooking the whole Numakunai area.

Boulangerie Guormand
We recommend our rolls and bread 
made with local Iwate town blueberries.
Also try our cute melon turtle muffins.

LUPINA

Teishaba
Karaoke

Patisserie Briller
Our flavorful desserts are 
crafted with local Iwate eggs 
and wheat.  
Try our specialty "Maru Maru" 
Camembert cheese crepes.

📷
Ishigami no Oka Museum of Art

Our special exhibit hall always has 
something new to see.
Enjoy all four seasons outdoors in the 
stone sculpture garden, our 'Lovers 
Sanctuary', and the 'Lavender Fair'.

Roadside Station Ishigami no Oka
Taste our blueberry soft ice cream and 
Iwate town yakiudon.  
Locally grown cabbage and other fresh 
vegetables are available for purchase 
direct from the farmers.

AI Plaza in the JR station 
building
Featuring Fugane-brand tender 
Shorthorn-beef box 
lunches. Available only with 
prior-day reservation.

Iwate
Kawaguchi 

Station

Bons Rapport
Seasonal pizzas and pastas 
made with locally sourced 
ingredients. Stop in for a 
French course lunch.

from December 2017..

Check out the new 
IGR station and its 
'Cabbage Motif' !

Keiko Sonoi - Journey into a Dream
Kawaguchi IGR Station 2nd Floor - photos from 
the life of Takarazuku Musical Review actress 
Keiko Sonoi (ne Tomi Shibata) who grew up in 
Kawaguchi and was a victim of the atomic 
bombing of Hiroshima.

📷
Statue of Keiko Sonoi

On the 50th anniversary of the end of 
WW2, a bronze statue of the famous 
actress, Keiko Sonoi was erected here in 
the hope for world peace, promotion of 
the arts, and preservation of human 
dignity. Take some great pictures with 
Mt. Iwate in the background.

Dining Room Tamura
Our master chef 
recommends the sushi and 
ramen set. Also try our 
'Mabo Ramen' made with 
delicious spicy tofu.

⇐Mido
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